NAPLES, ITALY

LIST OF ATTORNEYS AND NOTARIES
Consular District of Naples

DISCLAIMER: The U.S. Consulate General in Naples, Italy assumes no responsibility or liability for the professional ability or reputation of, or the quality of services provided by, the following persons or firms. Inclusion on this list is in no way an endorsement by the Department of State or the U.S. Consulate. Names are listed alphabetically, and the order in which they appear has no other significance. The information in the list on professional credentials, areas of expertise and language ability are provided directly by the lawyers and the translators; the US Consulate is not in a position to vouch for such information. You may receive additional information about the individuals on the list by contacting the local bar association (Ordine degli Avvocati) within the same region that the individual attorney practices.

The attached list contains names of attorneys and notaries practicing within Naples consular district which comprises all of southern Italy. Each region is subdivided into provinces:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attorneys</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Regions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basilicata</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calabria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Campania</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Molise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puglia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sicily</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Notaries</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All attorneys mentioned herein are members of the Italian Bar association and consequently are permitted to practice before Italian courts. This list also includes those attorneys who can practice up to and including the Supreme Court level.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Many of the functions performed by an attorney in the United States are handled by a notary (notaio) in Italy. Notaries are public officials and are required to have a law degree. Besides notarizing signatures for use in Italy, they usually handle estate matters, real property transactions, etc. For more information on Italian notaries, consult the website of the Italian Board of Notaries at <a href="http://www.notariato.it/en/index.html">http://www.notariato.it/en/index.html</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

‘Commercialisti’ are the rough equivalent of CPAs, accountants, auditors, and tax preparers.
Collection of outstanding debts is handled by attorneys whenever litigation is involved. Reliable credit information can be obtained through Italian banks, their US correspondents, or commercial reporting agencies.

Serving legal process: Italy is a party to both the Hague Convention on the Service Abroad of Judicial and Extrajudicial Documents in Civil or Commercial Matters and the Hague Convention on the Taking of Evidence Abroad in Civil or Commercial Matters. American consular officers are prohibited by federal regulations (22 CFR 92.85) from serving legal process on behalf of private litigants or appointing others to do so, except in the case of subpoenas and orders issued by federal courts.
LIST OF ATTORNEYS

POTENZA

AUTILIO, Davide
Via Petruccelli della Gattina, 12, 85050 Marsicovetere, Potenza; ph/fax: 097-535-2798, mob: 338-352-798, d.autilio@hotmail.it
Fields of practice: Civil Law, Criminal Law, Insurance, Commercial/Business Law, Damages, Commercial Law, Contracts, Estates, Marriage/Divorce, Family Law
Spoken languages: English, Italian
Background: Born in 1980, Admitted to BAR in 2007, Degree in Law

COMUNIELLO, Francesco
Piazza Morlino, 13, Marsicovetere-Villa d’Agri, Potenza; ph/fax: 097-535-4105, francesco.comuniello@libero.it
Fields of practice: Civil Law, Criminal Law, Contracts, Transportation Law, Labor Relations, Auto/Accidents, Marriage/Divorce, Family Law, Adoptions
Spoken languages: English, Italian, French
Background: Born in 1973, Admitted to BAR in 2004, Degree in Law from the University of Perugia (2001)

DE BONIS, Vittorio
Fields of practice: Commercial/Business Law, Collections, Commercial Law, Contracts, Corporations, Estates, Taxes
Spoken languages: English, Italian
Background: Born in 1981, Degree in Law from the University in Naples, PhD in Tax Law, Master in Tax Law

DE CARLO, Rocco
Piano San Nicola, 85020 Potenza; ph: 338-481-4593, fax: 097-168-128, avvdecarlo@libero.it
Fields of practice: Civil Law, Criminal Law, Insurance, Banking/Financial, Commercial/Business Law, Damages, Commercial Law, Auto/Accidents, Marriage/Divorce, Family Law
Spoken languages: English, Italian, French
Background: Born in 1970, Admitted to BAR in 1999, Degree in Law

DE CUNTO, Luigi
Via XX Settembre, 19, 85100 Potenza; ph/fax: 097-137-450, mob: 366-308-3540, studiodecunto@tiscali.it
Fields of practice: Civil Law, Insurance, Damages, Commercial Law, Corporations, Estates, Labor Relations, Auto/Accidents, Marriage/Divorce, Family Law
Spoken languages: English, Italian, French
Background: Born in 1960, Degree in Law from the University of Potenza, Admitted to the BAR Association in 1997

MANGO, Antonello
Fields of practice: Civil Law, Insurance, Damages, Contracts, Government Relations, Auto/Accidents, Marriage/Divorce
Spoken languages: English, Italian
Background: Born in 1982, Admitted to BAR in 2012, Degree in Law from the University of Salerno, Postgraduate course in Management of Public Services from the University of Rome

PIPPONZI, Ivana Enrica
Discesa San gerardo, 180, 85100 Potenza; ph/fax: 097-141-0941, avv.ivanapipponzi@tiscali.it, www.dellicolliepipponzi.it
Fields of practice: Civil Law, Auto/Accidents, Marriage/Divorce, Family Law, Adoptions, Child Custody, Parental Child Abduction, Child Protection
Spoken languages: English, Italian
Background: Born in 1969, Admitted to BAR in 1998, Degree in law, She can handle Italian Supreme Court cases (final appellate level)

MATERA

ORLANDI, Domenico
Via Parri, 40, 75100 Matera; ph/fax: 083-538-4541, orlandilex@tiscali.it
Spoken languages: English, Italian, French
Background: Born in 1930, Admitted to BAR in 1954, Degree in Law from the University of Bari, He can handle Italian Supreme Court cases (final appellate level)

VINCIGUERRA, Vincenzo
Via Bramante, 10, Matera; ph/fax: 083-538-6756; v.vinciguerra@studiovinciguerra.eu, www.studiovinciguerra.eu
Spoken languages: English, Italian
Background: Born in 1975, Admitted to BAR in 2006, Degree in Law from the University of Pisa, Visiting Scholar at Albany University and Florida University

CALABRIA

REGGIO CALABRIA

ABBRAMO, Mariacristina
Via S. Anna II Tronco, 49, 89128 Reggio Calabria; ph/fax: 096-529-805, mob: 347-089-3636, cristinaabbramo@libero.it

Spoken languages: English, Italian, French

Background: Born in 1977, Admitted to BAR in 2006, Degree in Law from the University of Messina (2003), Course in Juvenile Law (2004 and 2010)

**FABBRICATORE, Francesco**
Via Cimino, 62, 89127 Reggio Calabria; ph/fax: 096-532-4632, studiolegalefabbricatore@hotmail.it

Fields of practice: Civil Law, Criminal Law, Insurance, Narcotics, Taxes, Auto/Accidents, Marriage/Divorce, Family Law

Spoken languages: English, Italian

Background: Born in 1965, Degree in Law from the University of Messina (1990)

**MORTELLITI, Francesco**
Via del Torrione, 1/s, 89123 Reggio Calabria; ph: 096-518-70750, fax: 096-518-70170, fm@studiolegalemortelliti.it, www.studiolegalemortelliti.it


Spoken languages: English, Italian, Spanish

Background: Born in 1973, Degree in Law from the University of Messina (1999), Master of Philosophy from the Wessex Institute of Technology of Southampton, UK (2004), Executive Master of Business Law from the Fudan University, Shanghai, China (2008), Executive Master of Business Law from Harvard Law School (2010)

**CATANZARO**

**CONSARINO, Alfredo**
Via Duomo, 24, 88100 Catanzaro; ph: 096-172-1178, fax: 096-174-7329, studioconsarino@tiscali.it, www.studiolegaleconsarino.com


Spoken languages: English, Italian, French

Background: Born in 1940, Admitted to BAR in 1966, Degree in Law (1963), He can handle Italian Supreme Court cases (final appellate level)

**MONTEFORTE, Maura**
Via Chiefari, 1, 88068 Soverato, Catanzaro; 098-439-2929, fax: 098-439-1748, avvmauramonteforte@yahoo.it


Spoken languages: English, Italian, Spanish

Background: Born in 1975, Admitted to BAR in 2005, Degree in Law from the University of Catanzaro (2001)
VISCOMI, Roberto
Via Crispi, 57, 88100 Catanzaro; ph: 096-179-4622, fax: 096-148-0356, robertoviscomi@studioviscomi.com, www.studioviscomi.com
Spoken languages: English, Italian, French, Spanish
Background: Born in 1970, Degree in Law from the University of Florence, International Law Studies Course at Berkley University, CA, USA, Master in Sports Law from the University in Milan

COSENZA

ACCIARDI, Francesco
Via Rivocati, 48, 87100 Cosenza; ph/fax: 098-418-62304, mob: 346-570-9433, francescoacciardi@gmail.com
Fields of practice: Civil Law, Criminal Law, Insurance, Commercial/Business Law, Narcotics, Immigration, Auto/Accidents, Child Protection
Spoken languages: English, Italian,
Background: Born in 1980, Admitted to BAR in 2009, Degree in Law from the University of Catanzaro (2005)

ALBANESE, Luigia
Piazza M. Quintieri, 7, 87100 Cosenza; ph/fax: 098-435-062, mob: 347-707-2191, avvluija.albanese@libero.it, avvluija.albanese@pec.giuffre.it
Spoken languages: English, Italian, Spanish
Background: Born in 1967, Degree in Law from the University of Pisa, Postgraduate in Human Rights Protection

AMBROSIO, Maria Chiara
Piazza Gullo, 43, 87100 Cosenza; ph/fax: 098-448-1345, mob: 329-427-8178, machy79@libero.it
Spoken languages: English, Italian
Background: Born in 1979, Admitted to BAR in 2012, Degree in Law from the University of Naples, Specialized in Legal Professions, Specialization in Law from the University of Cordoba, Spain, Admitted to Madrid BAR

BAFFA, Valeria
Viale Kennedy, IV Trav., Sc. D, 87036 Rende, Cosenza; ph/fax: 098-446-6466, mob: 347-634-3630, avvbaffav@tin.it, avvbaffav@gmail.com, aquilinavaleria.baffa@avvocaticosenza.it, www.studiolegalebaffa.it
Spoken languages: English, Italian, Albanian
Background: Born in 1971, Admitted to BAR in 1998, Degree in Law from the University of Rome (1994), Master in Commercial Law and Ethics and Professional Conduct (London and Berlin), She can handle Italian Supreme Court cases (final appellate level)

**BAVASSO, Francesco**
Via Serra, 96, 87100 Cosenza; ph/fax: 098-4390-8384, bavasso.fava@libero.it
Fields of practice: Civil Law, Marketing Agreements, Damages, Contracts, Taxes, Spoken languages: English, Italian
Background: Born in 1963, Degree in Law from the University of Bari, He can handle Italian Supreme Court cases (final appellate level)

**BIAMONTE, Michele**
Via Genova, 8, 87036 Rende, Cosenza; ph/fax: 098-446-6273, studiobrebialmonte@email.it
Spoken languages: English, Italian, French
Background: Born in 1963, Degree in Law, He can handle Italian Supreme Court cases (final appellate level)

**BOMBINI, Vincenzo**
Viale delle Medaglie d’Oro, 74, 87100 Cosenza; ph: 098-441-3867, fax: 098-465-9657, vincenzo@gmail.com
Spoken languages: English, Italian, French, Spanish
Background: Born in 1962, Degree in Law from the University of Milan (1986), He can handle Italian Supreme Court cases (final appellate level)

**BONIFATI, Andrea**
Viale della Liberta’, 120, 87012 Castrovillari, Cosenza; ph/fax: 098-122-485, mob: 347-515-7783, studiobonifati.avv.andrea@legalmail.it, andreabonifati@libero.it
Fields of practice: Criminal Law, Damages, Narcotics, Foreign Claims, Labor Relations, Immigration, Parental Child Abduction, Child Protection
Spoken languages: English, Italian, German, Modern Latin
Background: Born in 1973, Degree in Law from the University of Bari, He can handle Italian Supreme Court cases (final appellate level)

**CAMO, Claudio**
Via Piave, 88, 87100 Cosenza; ph/fax: 098-426-113, avv.claudiocamo@libero.it
Spoken languages: English, Italian
Background: Born in 1975, Degree in Law

CAPUTO, Alice
Via Santa Maria di Settimo, 87040 Montalto Uffugo, Cosenza; mob: 347-780-5026, fax: 098-493-4623, alice.caputo@virgilio.it, alicecept@alice.it
Spoken languages: English, Italian, Spanish
Background: Born in 1983, Admitted to BAR in 2010, Degree in Law

CARAVITA, Luigi
Via Giovanni XXIII, 43, 87036 Rende, Cosenza; ph/fax: 098-483-7793, mob: 338-863-5933, info@studiolegalecaravita.it, www.studiolegalecaravita.it
Spoken languages: English, Italian
Background: Born in 1981, Admitted to BAR in 2010, Degree in Law and Economy from the University of Calabria (2004), Degree in Law from the University of Calabria (2006), Specialized in Alternative Dispute Resolution (2011)

CARUSO, Massimiliano
Via Mirabelli, 42/B, 87032 Amantea, Cosenza; ph: 098-241-446, fax: 098-230-2076, mcaruso@singulance.com, www.singulance.com
Spoken languages: English, Italian, Spanish
Background: Born in 1979, Degree in Law from the University of Florence, Postgraduate in Civil Law and Corporate Law, New York State Bar Association (NYSBA), American Bar Association (ABA)

CLAUSI, Claudio Francesco
Via Capoderose, 3, 87100 Cosenza; ph: 098-425-416, fax: 098-42-8099, 338-212-0065, studiolegaleclausi@libero.it, www.studiolegaleclausi.com
Spoken languages: English, Italian
Background: Born in 1973, Admitted to BAR in 2002, Degree in Law from the University of Perugia, Specialization in Community Law, Specialization in Administrative Law, Master in Business Law, Course in Condominium Law, Professional Mediator

COMMIS, Ilaria
Piazza Zumbini, 25, 87100 Cosenza; mob: 328-419-2695, fax: 098-479-3583, ilaria.commis@libero.it
Fields of practice: Civil Law, Criminal Law, Insurance, Damages, Narcotics, Foreign Claims, Labor Relations, Auto/Accidents, Marriage/Divorce, Family Law, Child Custody
Spoken languages: English, Italian, French
Background: Born in 1979, Admitted to BAR in 2006, Degree in Law (2003), Specialized in Legal Professionals Studies (2005)

COSENTINO, Rosa
Via Piave, 39, 87100 Cosenza; ph/fax: 098-422-084, mob: 339-435-1536, cosentinostudiogalelegale@gmail.com
Spoken languages: English, Italian, French
Background: Born in 1973, Admitted to BAR in 2004, Degree in Law from the University of Florence (1991)

DE BERNARDO, Laura
Via Mauro, 111, 87041 Acri, Cosenza; ph/fax: 098-495-5140, avv.lauradebernardo@pec.giuffre.it, laura.debernardo@gmail.it
Spoken languages: English, Italian
Background: Born in 1968, Admitted to BAR in 2007, Degree in Law

DE VITA, Andrea
Via Cristofaro, 39, 87100 Cosenza; ph/fax: 098-440-8293, andjrea@hotmail.com
Spoken languages: English, Italian, Spanish
Background: Born in 1974, Admitted to BAR in 2003, Degree in Law from the University of Rome (1999)

GALLIPPI, Alberto
Viale della Repubblica, 143, 87100 Cosenza; Piazza del Plebiscito, 7, 00019 Tivoli, Roma; mob: 333-351-0299, 389-897-0113, fax: 098-423-895, alby772002@libero.it, ag.gallippi.alberto@gmail.com
Spoken languages: English, Italian
Background: Born in 1977, Degree in Law from the University of Catanzaro (2005), Professional Mediator and Conflict Manager, Master Executive on Project Management, Specialized in Corporate Governance and Risk Management

GALLO, Pasqualino
Via IV Traversa Kennedy, 26, 87036 Rende, Cosenza; Calle Almazan, 11, 28805 Alcalà de Henares, Madrid, Spain, ph: 098-446-2770, fax: 098-418-00518, pasqualino.gallo@libero.it, www.consulenzainternazionale.com

Fields of practice: Civil Law, Criminal Law, Insurance, Banking/Financial, Commercial/Business Law, Foreign Investments, Marketing Agreements, Patents/Trademarks/Copyrights, Damages, Narcotics, Collections, Commercial Law, Contracts, Transportation Law, Corporations, Aeronautical/Maritime, Foreign Claims, Estates, Taxes, Government Relations, Labor Relations, Immigration, Auto/Accidents, Marriage/Divorc...
Spoken languages: English, Italian
Background: Born in 1955, Admitted to BAR in 1994, Degree in Law

**MASTROIANNI, Roberto**
Via F. Simonetta, 29, 87100 Cosenza; Via C. Console, 3, 80132 Napoli; ph: 098-438-075, mastroianni@studiomastroianni.eu
Fields of practice: Commercial/Business Law, Patents/Trademarks/Copyrights, Aeronautical/Maritime, Government Relations
Spoken languages: English, Italian, French
Background: Born in 1964, Admitted to BAR in 1982, Degree in Law from the University of Florence (1987), LL.M. Penn State/Dickinson School of Law (1990), PhD in European Law from the University of Bologna (1992), He can handle Italian Supreme Court cases (final appellate level)

**MAURO, Ilenia**
Via C. Bilotti, 29, Palazzo Gallo, 87100 Cosenza; ph/fax: 098-436-202, ilenia.mauro@gmail.com
Spoken languages: English, Italian, Spanish
Background: Born in 1983, Admitted to BAR in 2012, Degree in Law from the University of Rome, Postgraduate in Law from the University of Rome

**MONTEFORTE, Maura**
Via Torino, 34, 1, 87036 Rende, Cosenza; ph: 098-439-2929, fax: 098-439-1748, avvmauramonteforte@yahoo.it
Spoken languages: English, Italian, Spanish
Background: Born in 1975, Admitted to BAR in 2005, Degree in Law from the University of Catanzaro (2001)

**NICOTERA, Angelo**
Via Verdi, 174, 87036 Rende, Cosenza; ph: 098-440-4126, fax: 098-430-4618, mob: 338-314-6853, angelonicotera@virgilio.it, angelonicotera@pec.giuffre.it
Spoken languages: English, Italian

**PACILLO, Antonio**
Via Pasquale Rossi, 42, 87100 Cosenza; ph/fax: 098-439-5258, mob: 338-631-7968, studiologale@antoniopacillo.it, antonio.pacillo@avvocaticosenza.it, www.antoniopacillo.it
Fields of practice: Civil Law, Criminal Law, Insurance, Banking/Financial, Commercial/Business Law, Foreign Investments, Marketing Agreements, Patents/Trademarks/Copyrights, Damages, Commercial Law, Contracts, Transportation Law, Corporations, Aeronautical/Maritime, Foreign Claims, Estates,
Spoken languages: English, Italian, Spanish
Background: Born in 1966, Admitted to BAR in 1994, Degree in Law, PhD in Law, He can handle Italian Supreme Court cases (final appellate level)

**PAGANO, Antonio**
Via De Cardona, 12, 87100 Cosenza; mob: 342-516-2614, 348-604-3900, fax: 098-467-99155, antoniopagano@yahoo.it
Fields of practice: Civil Law, Insurance, Banking/Financial, Commercial/Business Law, Damages, Collections, Commercial Law, Contracts, Estates, Taxes, Labor Relations, Auto/Accidents, Family Law
Spoken languages: English, Italian
Background: Born in 1970, Degree in Law from the University of Florence, Specialized in Civil Liability, Consumer Rights and Social Security

**PERRI, Salvatore**
Via XXV Aprile, 187, 87055 San Giovanni in Fiore, Cosenza; ph: 098-499-1137, fax: 098-418-001-94, mob: 329-422-2287, salvatore.perri@gmail.com,
Spoken languages: English, Italian, Spanish
Background: Born in 1979, Admitted to BAR in 2011, Degree in Law from the University of Bologna

**RUSSO, Alessandro**
Viale Falcone, 136, 87100 Cosenza; ph/fax: 098-433-850, avvocatirusso@gmail.com, www.avvocatirusso.it
Spoken languages: English, Italian
Background: Born in 1971, Admitted to BAR in 2000, Degree in Law, Master in Administrative Law

**VENNERI, Diego**
Via Salita Giannuzzi Savelli, 4, 87100 Cosenza; mob: 340-803-5848, vendiego@virgilio.it, venneridiego@legalmail.it
Spoken languages: English, Italian, Spanish
Background: Born in 1980, Admitted to BAR in 2013, Degree in Law from the University of Calabria, Specialized in European Law

**VICCHIO, Lidia**
Piazza Gullo, 81, 87100 Cosenza; ph/fax: 098-438-305, mob: 345-881-4168, lidiavicchio@hotmail.it
Spoken languages: English, Italian, Albanian
Background: Born in 1978, Degree in Law from the University of Messina (2007), Course in Criminology

CAMPANIA

NAPOLI

ACTIS, Gianluca
Via S. Lucia, 107, 80132 Napoli; ph: 081-764-1851; fax: 081-764-1854; mob.: 333-492-6355; gianluca.actis@alice.it; gianluca.actis@gmail.com
Spoken languages: English, Italian, French
Background: Born in 1966, Admitted to BAR in 1966, Degree in Law from the University of Naples (1989), Post-graduate in Clerical and Canonic Law from the University of Naples (1992), Associate professor at the University “Giovanni Paolo I”, Rome (2008), He can handle Italian Supreme Court cases (final appellate level)

ARENA, Giovanna
Piazzetta M. Serao, 7, 80132 Napoli; ph: 081-195-33964, fax: 081-195-334-109, mob: 347-372-6846, giovannarena@yahoo.it
Spoken languages: English, Italian, Spanish
Background: Born in 1961, Degree in Law from the University of Naples (1989), Post- graduated course in international law from the University of London, UK (1989), She can handle Italian Supreme Court cases (final appellate level)

BUONOMO, Roberta
Corso Umberto I, 58, 80138 Napoli; ph:081-294-608, fax: 081-554-8241, errebieffe@yahoo.it
Fields of practice: Administrative Law
Spoken languages: English, Italian, German, French
Background: Born in 1960, Degree in Law from the University of Naples, Specialization in EC Law and Economics from the University of Naples, Course in Administrative Proceeding, Master in Comparison, Interpreting and Legal Translation, Proficiency in AC/EU Law: Protection of Rights, She can handle Italian Supreme Court cases (final appellate level)

CANCIELLO, Salvatore
Via Roma, 156, 80027 Frattamaggiore, Napoli; ph/fax: 081-880-1998, avvcanciello@libero.it
Fields of practice: Government Relations
Spoken languages: English, Italian
Background: Born in 1959, Admitted to BAR in 1986, Degree in Law from the University of Naples (1982), Specialization in Administrative Law (1994), He can handle Italian Supreme Court cases (final appellate level)
CARLOMAGNO, Enrico
Via Roberto Bracco, 45, 80133 Napoli; ph: 081-580-0020, fax: 081-193-023-62,
info@studiocarlomagno.it, www.studiocarlomagno.it
Fields of practice: Civil Law, Criminal Law, Insurance, Banking/Financial, Commercial/Business Law,
Foreign Investments, Marketing Agreements, Patents/Trademarks/Copyrights, Damages, Narcotics,
Collections, Commercial Law, Contracts, Transportation Law, Corporations, Aeronautical/Maritime,
Foreign Claims, Estates, Taxes, Government Relations, Labor Relations, Immigration, Auto/Accidents,
Marriage/Divorce, Family Law, Adoptions, Parental Child Abduction
Spoken languages: English, Italian, Spanish
Background: Born in 1971, Degree in Law from the University of Rome and Murcia, Spain, Bachelor in Economics from the University of Naples, Bachelor in Social Sciences from the University of Chieti

CARLOMAGNO, Vittorio
Via Roberto Bracco, 45, 80133 Napoli; ph: 081-580-0020, fax: 081-193-023-62,
info@studiocarlomagno.it, www.studiocarlomagno.it
Fields of practice: Civil Law, Criminal Law, Insurance, Banking/Financial, Commercial/Business Law,
Foreign Investments, Marketing Agreements, Patents/Trademarks/Copyrights, Damages, Narcotics,
Collections, Commercial Law, Contracts, Transportation Law, Corporations, Aeronautical/Maritime,
Foreign Claims, Estates, Taxes, Government Relations, Labor Relations, Immigration, Auto/Accidents,
Marriage/Divorce, Family Law, Adoptions, Parental Child Abduction
Spoken languages: English, Italian, Spanish
Background: Born in 1963, Degree in Law from the University of Rome and Murcia, Spain, Bachelor in Economics from the University of Naples, Bachelor in Social Sciences from the University of Chieti

CARRANO, Simone
Via Ponte di Tappia, 62, 80133 Napoli; ph: 081-580-0185, fax: 081-552-0874,
avvocati@cdsstudiolegale.191.it, cds.studiolegale@tiscali.it
Fields of practice: Civil Law, Criminal Law, Insurance, Banking/Financial, Commercial/Business Law,
Damages, Commercial Law, Contracts, Transportation Law, Auto/Accidents, Marriage/Divorce, Family Law,
Adoptions, Child Custody, Parental Child Abduction, Child Protection
Spoken languages: English, Italian
Background: Born in 1965, Admitted to Bar in 1994, Degree in Law, He can handle Italian Supreme Court cases (final appellate level)

CASTELLONE, Massimiliano
Via Fratelli Bandiera, 85, 80038 Pomigliano d’Arco, Napoli; ph/fax: 081-317-7061, mob: 339-299-3920,
info@studiolegalemastellone.com, www.studiolegalemastellone.com
Fields of practice: Civil Law, Criminal Law, Insurance, Banking/Financial, Commercial/Business Law,
Foreign Investments, Marketing Agreements, Patents/Trademarks/Copyrights, Damages, Contracts,
Transportation Law, Corporations, Aeronautical/Maritime, Foreign Claims, Estates, Labor Relations,
Immigration, Auto/Accidents, Family Law, Adoptions, Child Custody, Parental Child Abduction, Child Protection, Marriage/Divorce
Spoken languages: English, Italian, Spanish
Background: Born in 1975, Degree in Law from the University of Naples (2002), Internship at "Poroy&Ozulku“ Law Firm, Istanbul, Turkey

CHEF, Umberto
Corso V. Emanuele, 460, 80135 Napoli; ph: 081-564-2532, fax: 081-564-2534,
studiolegalchef@gmail.com, umberto.chef@gmail.com, www.studiolegalchef.it
Spoken languages: English, Italian, French
Background: Born in 1961, Admitted to BAR in 1990, Degree in Law from the University of Naples (1985), he attended the “École Nationale d’Administration”, Paris, France, He can handle Italian Supreme Court cases (final appellate level)

D’ALESSIO, Raffaele
Via Roberto Bracco, 45, 80133 Napoli; ph: 081-580-0020, fax: 081-193-023-62, info@studiocarlomagno.it, www.studiocarlomagno.it
Spoken languages: English, Italian, Spanish
Background: Born in 1979, Admitted to BAR in 2008, Degree in Law from the University of Naples (1992)

DE TILLA, Alessandra
Via Parco Margherita, 24, 80121 Napoli; ph/fax: 081-401-209, mob: 335-843-8771, mail@avvocatoalessandradetilla.it, www.avvocatoalessandradetilla.it
Fields of practice: Civil Law, Criminal Law, Insurance, Banking/Financial, Commercial/Business Law, Commercial Law, Contracts, Estates, Marriage/Divorce, Family Law
Spoken languages: English, Italian, French, Portuguese
Background: Born in 1969, Admitted to BAR in 1996, Degree in Law from the University of Naples (1992)

DI CATALDO, Giovanni
Via Ilioneo, 90, 80124 Napoli; ph/fax: 081-762-0077, giodicat@libero.it
Fields of practice: Civil Law, Damages, Contracts, Auto/Accidents, Marriage/Divorce, Family Law
Spoken languages: English, Italian, French
Background: Born in 1966, Admitted to BAR in 1995,
Degree in Law from the University of Naples (1991)

di NARDO, Giovanni
Corso Umberto I, 293, 80138 Napoli; ph/fax: 086-526-751, avv.dinardo@studiodinardo.it, www.studiodinardo.it
Fields of practice: Civil Law, Insurance, Damages, Narcotics, Commercial Law, Contracts, Auto/Accidents
Spoken languages: English, Italian
Background: Born in 1969, Admitted to BAR in 1997, Degree in Law (1994), He can handle Italian Supreme Court cases (final appellate level)

IMPERATORE, Mariarosaria
Via Bracco, 45, 80133 Napoli; ph: 081-580-0020, fax: 081-193-02362, info@studiocarlomagno.it, www.studiocarlomagno.it
LONGOBARDI, Rossella
Via Depretis, 19, 80133 Napoli; ph/fax: 081-551-0717, studiogalelongobardi@fastwebnet.it
Fields of practice: Civil Law, Banking/Financial, Commercial/Business Law, Damages, Contracts, Commercial Law, Auto/Accidents, Marriage/Divorce, Family Law
Spoken languages: English, Italian
Background: Born in 1977, Admitted to BAR in 2005, Degree in Law from the University of Naples

MARRA, Alfonso
Via E. Nicolardi, 52, 80131 Napoli, Via Degli Aranci, 37/4, 80067 Sorrento, Napoli; ph: 081-743-3251, fax: 081-878-5765, mob: 335-694-8594, avvalfonsomarra@yahoo.it, www.studiolegalinternazionaleavvocatoalfonsomarra.it
Spoken languages: English, Italian, German, French, Greek, Chinese
Background: Born in 1981, Admitted to BAR in 2008, Degree in Law from the University of Salerno (2003), Specialization in Civil Law from the University of Camerino, Macerata, Specialization in Legal Professions from the University of Salerno, Interpreter and Sworn Translator for the English, German, Chinese and Greek language

MARRA, Massimiliano
Via E. Nicolardi, 52, 80131 Napoli, Via Degli Aranci, 37/4, 80067 Sorrento, Napoli; ph: 081-743-5319, fax: 081-878-5765, mob: 360-662-463, avvmassimilianomarra@yahoo.it
Spoken languages: English, Italian
Background: Born in 1954, Admitted to BAR in 1985, Degree in Law from the University of Naples, He can handle Italian Supreme Court cases (final appellate level)

MAZZONE, Sergio
Via del Parco Margherita, 81, 80121 Napoli; ph/fax: 081-407-432, mob: 392-906-2211, avvsergiomazzone@gmail.com, avvsergiomazzone@pec.it
Spoken languages: English, Italian
Background: Born in 1973, Admitted to BAR in 2000, Degree in Law from the University of Naples (2000)

**MEROLA, Fausto Luigi**
Piazza F. Muzii, 11, 80129 Napoli; ph/fax: 081-048-7421, studiolegalemerola@gmail.com, www.studiolegalemerola.com
Spoken languages: English, Italian, French, Spanish
Background: Born in 1965, Degree in Law from the University of Naples (1989)

**MORACE, Carlo**
Via Palepoli, 21, 80132 Napoli; ph: 081-420-6106, fax: 081-551-4030, c.morace@morace.com, www.morace.com
Fields of practice: Civil Law, Criminal Law, Insurance, Banking/Financial, Commercial/Business Law, Foreign Investments, Marketing Agreements, Damages, Contracts, Transportation Law, Corporations, Aeronautical/Maritime, Foreign Claims, Labor Relations, Auto/Accidents
Spoken languages: English, Italian
Background: Born in 1971, Admitted to BAR in 1998, Degree in Law from the University of Naples (1994)

**NAPOLITANO, Francesco**
Via Toledo, 228, 80132 Napoli; Via Posillipo, 328, 80123 Napoli; ph: 081-680-394, fax: 081-575-0921, mob: 335-688-8662, avv.francesconapolitano@email.it
Spoken languages: English, Italian, French
Background: Born in 1974, Admitted to BAR in 2005, Degree in Law from the University of Naples

**OREFICE, Vincenzo**
Via Melito, 5, 80022 Arzano, Napoli; ph: 081-011-8700, fax: 081-009-9185, mob: 339-287-3230, vin.orefice@fmail.com
Spoken languages: English, Italian
Background: Born in 1983, Degree in Law from the University of Naples (2008), Post-graduate courses in Mediation and Alternative Dispute Resolution (2008-2010)

**PEZZUTI, Giancarlo Pierpaolo**
Piazza Eritrea, 3, 80122 Napoli; ph/fax: 081-662-949, mob: 328-333-3080, giancarlopezzuti@libero.it, www.giancarlopezzuti.it
PORTA, Francesco Pio
Centro Direzionale, Isola A/7, scala A, 80143 Napoli; ph: 081-562-5277, fax: 081-562-5300, mob: 338-960-0427, avv.porta@iol.it
Fields of practice: Criminal Law
Spoken languages: English, Italian
Background: Born in 1952, Admitted to BAR in 1979, Degree in Law from the University of Naples, He can handle Italian Supreme Court cases (final appellate level)

ROMANO, Antonia
Via Reggia di Portici, 69, 80146 Napoli; Corso Garibaldi, 254, 80055 Portici, Napoli; ph/fax: 081-270-908, mob: 349-809-3860, antonia.rm@virgilio.it
Spoken languages: English, Italian

SINISCALCHI DE NIGRIS, Marinella
Via Carducci, 29, 80121 Napoli; ph: 415-387, fax: 081-406-161, mdenigris@tin.it, www.studiosiniscalchi.it
Fields of practice: Civil Law, Criminal Law, Damages, Narcotics, Marriage/Divorce, Family Law, Child Custody, Parental Child Abduction, Child Protection
Spoken languages: English, Italian
Background: Born in 1950, Admitted to BAR in 1975, Degree in Law from the University of Naples, He can handle Italian Supreme Court cases (final appellate level)

AVELLINO

ACONE, Modestino
Via Dante, 16, 83100 Avellino; Via Buccari, 3, 00195 Roma; 082-536-369, fax: 082-525-164, avvacone@tim.it
Spoken languages: English, Italian, French, Spanish, Portuguese
Background: Born in 1936, Admitted to BAR in 2000, Degree in Law from the University of Naples, professor of Civil Procedure at the University of Salerno and Naples, He can handle Italian Supreme Court cases (final appellate level)
CANNIZZARO, Giuseppe  
Via Fratelli Bisogno, 27/A, 83100 Avellino; ph: 082-578-2940, fax: 082-527-1635, avv.cannizzaro@gmail.com  
Spoken languages: English, Italian  
Background: Born in 1972, Admitted to BAR in 2004, Degree in Law from the University of Rome

CARULLO, Lucia  
Via Gramsci, 63, 83020 Quadrelle, Avellino; mob: 333-872-3267, fax: 081-511-1276, avv.luciacarullo@libero.it, www.luciacarullo.altervista.org  
Fields of practice: Civil Law, Contracts, Labor Relations, Auto/Accidents, Marriage/Divorce, Family Law  
Spoken languages: English, Italian, French  
Background: Born in 1979, Admitted to BAR in 2012, Degree in Law from the University of Naples (2004)

CHIEFFO, Alfonso Maria  
Via Vasto, 29, 83100 Avellino; ph/fax: 082-536-963, mpb: 335-616-1696, alfonsomaria@chieffolawyers.com  
Fields of practice: Civil Law, Criminal Law, Insurance, Commercial/Business Law, Foreign Investments, Narcotics, Estates, Auto/Accidents  
Spoken languages: English, Italian, Spanish  
Background: Born in 1967, Degree in Law from the University of Salerno (1994), He can handle Italian Supreme Court cases (final appellate level)

CIRIELLO, Roberto  
Corso Europa, 22 (ex 6), 83100 Avellino; ph/fax: 082-530-564, mob: 347-512-1946, robertociriello@interfree.it, www.studio-legale-roberto-ciriello.oneminutesite.it  
Spoken languages: English, Italian, French  
Background: Born in 1966, Admitted to BAR in 1999, Degree in Law

COSTA, Teodoro  
Via Terminio, 35, 83100 Avellino; ph: 082-536-547, mob: 348-054-7219, teodorocosta@tiscali.it, www.dragoneandpartners.it  
Spoken languages: English, Italian, French  
Background: Born in 1963, Degree in Law from the University of Naples and Bari (1989), Master in International Business Law from the London Metropolitan University, Master in Patent Law from the World Intellectual Property Organization, Geneva, Switzerland, Master in Arbitration Law from the American Psychological Association, Master in Human Rights form the European Court of Human Rights, Rome, He can handle Italian Supreme Court cases (final appellate level)
de BEAUMONT, Francesco
Via Matteotti, 38, 83100 Avellino; ph: 082-535-055, fax: 082-578-1564,
fr.debeaumont@dbavvocati.eu, www.dbavvocati.eu
Spoken languages: English, Italian, French
Background: Born in 1953, Admitted to BAR in 1979, Degree in Law from the University of Naples (1989), Post-graduate in Clerical and Canonic Law from the University of Naples (1992), Associate professor at the University “Giovanni Paolo I”, Rome (2008), He can handle Italian Supreme Court cases (final appellate level)

de BEAUMONT, Maria Ludovica
Via Matteotti, 38, 83100 Avellino; ph: 082-535-055, fax: 082-578-1564,
fr.debeaumont@dbavvocati.eu, www.dbavvocati.eu
Spoken languages: English, Italian, French, Chinese
Background: Born in 1984, Admitted to BAR in 2013, Degree in Law from the University of Rome (2008), Summer School in International Transactions in China

FOIETTI, Domenico
Via Fioretti, 12, 83100 Avellino; ph: 082-546-1209, fax: 082-519-1082, mob: 347-375-4956,
avvdomenicofioretti@yahoo.it, domenico.fioretti@avvocatiavellinopec.it, www.avvdomenicofioretti.com, http://lawfirmfioretti.webnode.it/
Fields of practice: Civil Law, Criminal Law, Banking/Financial, Commercial/Business Law, Foreign Investments, Marketing Agreements, Commercial Law, Contracts, Foreign Claims, Estates
Spoken languages: English, Italian, Spanish
Background: Admitted to BAR in 1989, Degree in Law and PhD in Law from the University of Salerno (1985)

GALASSO, Massimo
Via Brigata Avellino, 52, 83100 Avellino; ph/fax: 082-524-151, massimo.galasso@hotmail.it
Fields of practice: Civil Law, Criminal Law, Commercial/Business Law, Patents/Trademarks/Copyrights, Commercial Law, Contracts, Corporations, Estates, Taxes, Auto/Accidents
Spoken languages: English, Italian
Background: Born in 1977, Admitted to BAR in 2008, Degree in Law from the University of Salerno (2004), Master in International Business Law

GUERRIERO, Augusto
Viale Risorgimento, 1, 83030 Taurasi, Avellino; ph/fax: 082-774-080, augusto.guerriero@gmail.com, augusto.guerriero@avvocatiavellinopec.it
Fields of practice: Civil Law, Criminal Law, Banking/Financial, Commercial/Business Law, Commercial Law, Contracts, Transportation Law, Family Law
Spoken languages: English, Italian
Background: Born in 1979, Admitted to BAR in 2005, Degree in Law from the University of Naples (2005), Specialization in Real Rights and Hereditary from the University of Molise (2008)

**IANDOLO, Angelo**
Via Dalmazia, 8, 83100 Avellino; ph: 082-567-9742, fax: 082-524-8428, angeloiandolo@gmail.com, angelo.iandolo@avvocatiavellinopec.it
Spoken languages: English, Italian
Background: Born in 1963, Degree in Law from the University of Naples

**IASEVOLI, Luigi Salvatore**
Corso Vittorio Emanuele, 39, 83100 Avellino; mob: 339-258-8068, fax: 082-524-601, iasevoliavv@libero.it
Fields of practice: Civil Law, Labor Relations, Auto/Accidents, Marriage/Divorce, Family Law
Spoken languages: English, Italian
Background: Born in 1963, Admitted to BAR in 1994, Degree in Law from the University of Naples (1990), He can handle Italian Supreme Court cases (final appellate level)

**PAGLIUCA, Leandro**
Via Iannaccone, 4, 83100 Avellino; ph/fax: 082-578-1565, studiologalepagliuca@virgilio.it, leandro.pagliuca@avvocatiavellinopec.it
Spoken languages: English, Italian, Spanish
Background: Born in 1982, Admitted to BAR in 2013, Degree in Law (2008)

**PIERRO, Marina**
Via Terminio, 35, 83100 Avellino; ph/fax: 082-536-547, studio.pierro@tin.it
Spoken languages: English, Italian
Background: Born in 1966, Admitted to BAR in 1994, Degree in Law from the University of Salerno (1991), Professional Mediator for Alternative Dispute Resolution

**REPPUCCI, Antonio**
Via Triggio, 27, 83040 Chiusano San Domenico, Avellino; ph: 082-598-5452, mob: 338-387-7152, reppucciantonio@hotmail.com
Fields of practice: Civil Law
Spoken languages: English, Italian
Available to take cases outside the City
Background: Born in 1968, Degree in Law from the University of Salerno (1996)

**UCCI, Francesco**
Via Tagliamento, 50, 83100 Avellino; ph/fax: 082-523-283, mob: 339-538-6484, f.ucci@libero.it, francescucci@avellinoppec.it, www.studiolegaleucci.avellino.it


Spoken languages: English, Italian, Spanish

Background: Born 1975, Admitted to BAR in 2003, Degree in Law from the University of Naples (1998), PhD in “Environment and Food Resources Economy” from the University of Naples

**BENEVENTO**

**AMICOLO, Nicola**
Via Torre della Catena, 12, 82100 Benevento; ph/fax: 082-454-925, mob: 338-989-2509, avv.amicolo@gmail.com


Spoken languages: English, Italian

Background: Born in 1978, Admitted to BAR in 2007, Degree in Law from the University of Naples (2002)

**BORZARO, Grazia**
Via Fontanavecchia, 156, 82030 Faicchio, Benevento; ph/fax: 082-486-3588, mob: 340-574-8931, graziaborzaro@virgilio.it


Spoken languages: English, Italian

Background: Born in 1968, Degree in Law from the University of Naples

**DEL PRETE, Pietro**


Spoken languages: English, Italian, French

Background: Born in 1944, Admitted to BAR in 1971, Degree in Law, He can handle Italian Supreme Court cases (final appellate level)

**D’ORSI, Daniela**
Via Papiniano, 7, 82100 Benevento; ph: 082-428-904, fax: 082-421-060, avvdanieladorsi@libero.it

Fields of practice: Civil Law, Banking/Financial, Commercial/Business Law, Foreign Investments, Marketing Agreements, Commercial Law, Contracts, Corporations

Spoken languages: English, Italian, French

Background: Born in 1971, Admitted to BAR in 1998, Degree in Law from the University of Naples (1994), Specialization in Commercial and Corporate Law from the University of Naples (1997), Master of Law (LL.M.) from the University of Illinois (1998)
MORELLI, Nadia
Via Ariella, 23, 82020 Paduli, Benevento; ph: 082-492-8398, 082-418-11301, fax: 082-492-8398, mob: 327-615-2625, nadiamorelli@virgilio.it
Fields of practice: Civil Law, Insurance, Banking/Financial, Commercial/Business Law, Commercial Law, Contracts, Aeronautical/Maritime, Labor Relations, Marriage/Divorce, Family Law, Adoptions, Child Custody,
Spoken languages: English, Italian
Background: Born in 1976, Admitted to BAR in 2006, Degree in Law from the University of Naples (2002), Postgraduate in Legal Professions from the University of Naples (2004)

REALE, Eleonora
Via Ferrelli, 8, 82100 Benevento; ph: 082-427-5965, fax: 082-430-3105, mob: 329-148-7010, elreale@libero.it
Fields of practice: Civil Law, Insurance, Banking/Financial, Commercial/Business Law, Marketing Agreements, patents/Trademarks/Copyrights, Damages, Commercial Law, Contracts, Estates, Taxes, Labor relations, Auto/Accidents, Marriage/Divorce
Spoken languages: English, Italian
Background: Born in 1980, Admitted to BAR in 2011, Degree in Law from the University of Benevento (2004)

TROTTA, Francesco
Via Ungaro, 96, 82032 Cerreto Sannita, Benevento; ph/fax: 082-486-0264, mob: 340-701-3870, francescotrotta@hotmail.it
Spoken languages: English, Italian
Background: Born in 1980, Admitted to BAR in 2012, Degree in Law from the University of Naples, Commercial mediator for the resolution of controversies according to the Alternative Disputes Resolution (ADR) methodologies

CASERTA

BARCA, Giovanna
Via Tescione, 210, 81100 Caserta, Via Galatina, 1, 81055 Santa Maria Capua Vetere, Caserta; ph: 082-384-5017, fax: 082-381-7364, mob: 347-935-1850, giovanna.barca@virgilio.it, www.lawiswoman.it
Spoken languages: English, Italian
Background: Born in 1974, Degree in Law from the University of Naples (1997), Stage at the European Court of Human Rights, Strasbourg (2001), master in Family mediation, Couple Conflict and parental Responsibility, University of Naples (2004), Master in “Mediation in Europe”, Kurt Bosch University, Sion, Switzerland (2003), Training in International Family Mediation, University of Leuven, Belgium (2012)

GOGLIA, Gary
Corso Trieste, 216, 81100 Caserta; ph: 082-332-4114, fax: 082-352-4407, gary.goglia1@virgilio.it
Fields of practice: Civil Law, Criminal Law, Commercial/Business Law, Damages, Narcotics, Contracts, Estates, Immigration, Auto/Accidents, Family Law
Spoken languages: English, Italian, Spanish
Background: Born in 1054, Admitted to BAR in 1988, Degree in Law from the University of Naples (1983), MBA from Boston University, Bachelor of Science for the University of Maryland, USA

**TARANTINO, Marino**
Via Fermi, 81010 Baia e Latina, Caserta; ph/fax: 086-541-0337, mob: 339-846-5683, marino.tarantino@yahoo.it, marino.tarantino@percavvociisernia.it
Fields of practice: Civil Law, Insurance, Banking/Financial, Commercial/Business Law, Contracts, Auto/Accidents, Marriage/Divorce, Family Law
Spoken languages: English, Italian
Background: Born in 1981, Admitted to BAR in 2013, Degree in Law from the University of Naples, Course in Forensic Criminology

**SALERNO**

**BASSO, Pasquale**
BCB Avvocati Associati, Via M. Incagliati, 2, 84125 Salerno; ph: 089-995-8136, fax: 089-220-763, pasquale.basso@bcbassociati.it, www.bcbassociati.it
Fields of practice: Civil Law, Insurance, Banking/Financial, Commercial/Business Law, Patents/Trademarks/Copyrights, Damages, Commercial Law, Contracts, estates, Labor Relations, Auto/Accidents
Spoken languages: English, Italian, Spanish
Background: Born in 1973, Admitted to BAR in 2001, Degree in Law from the University of Salerno (1998), Awarded the "Toga d'Onore" by the Salerno Association BAR, Master in Economic and Company Law from the University “Carlo Cattaneo”, Castellanza, Varese, Italy. He represents US Law Firm “Your private Italy” LLC of Annapolis, MD, USA

**CARILLO RICCI, Febo**
Via Vicinanza, 16, 84123 Salerno; ph: 089-228-160, fax: 089-235-880, febo@febolaw.it, febo.carillo@rclawfirm.it, www.rclawfirm.it
Spoken languages: English, Italian, French, German
Background: Born in 1968, Admitted to BAR in 2002, Degree in Law from the University of Salerno (1999), Specialized in International Law and Trade Agreements with Foreign Companies, He represents “Kudman, Trachten, Aloe LLP” in New York and “R. Della Croce Attorney” in Chicago

**GENOVESE, Pasquale**
Via D’Orso, 1, 84025 Eboli, Salerno; ph/fax: 082-836-5029, genovese17@tin.it
Fields of practice: Civil Law, Criminal Law, Insurance, Commercial/Business Law, Commercial Law, Contracts, Taxes, Auto/Accidents, Family Law, Marriage/Divorce
Spoken languages: English, Italian
Background: Born in 1956, Admitted to BAR in 1995, Degree in Law from the University of Salerno (1981), He can handle Italian Supreme Court cases (final appellate level)

**GIULIANO, Giuseppe**
Via Sichelmanno, 22, 84129 Salerno; ph: 089-711-878, fax: 089-711-239, gulianno.sepp@tiscali.it, avvgiuseppegulianon@cnfpec.it
Fields of practice: Civil Law, Insurance, Banking/Financial, Commercial/Business Law, Damages, Commercial Law, Contracts, Transportation Law, Estates, Marriage/Divorce, Family Law
Spoken languages: English, Italian, Spanish
Background: Born in 1961, Degree in Law from the University of Salerno, He can handle Italian Supreme Court cases (final appellate level)

GRECO, Giovanbattista
Via Matteotti, 30, 84014 Nocera Inferiore, Salerno; mob: 339-121-4800, fax: 081-517-7058, g.greco.law@gmail.com
Spoken languages: English, Italian, French
Background: Born in 1981, Admitted to BAR in 2009, Degree in Law from the University of Naples (2005), PhD in Law and Economics from the University of Naples (2009)

MARZANO, Elvira
Via Torretta, 4, 84122 Salerno; ph: 089-224-842, fax: 089-252-121, ira@marzano.it, www.marzano.com
Spoken languages: English, Italian

MAZZEI, Francesco
Vai Conforti, 11, 84122 Salerno; ph/fax: 089-237-573, mazzeif@tin.it
Spoken languages: English, Italian
Background: Born in 1963, Admitted to BAR in 1992, Degree in Law from the University of Naples, PhD in Canon Law from the Papal University of Lateran, Rome, He can handle Italian Supreme Court cases (final appellate level)

POMPOSELLI, Mariagrazia
Viale Verdi, 29/D, 84131 Salerno; ph: 089-338-107, fax: 089-331-701, mob: 335-811-4154, avv.mgpomposelli@tiscali.it
Spoken languages: English, Italian
Background: Born in 1960, Admitted to BAR in 1991, Degree in Law from the University of Salerno (1985), She can handle Italian Supreme Court cases (final appellate level)
SCAFURO, Alfonso
Via San Francesco d'Assisi, 29 I, 84081 Baronissi (Sa); ph: 089-2963-195, fax: 089-2963-195, mob: 347-604-3616, alfonsoscafuro@studiolegalescafuro.com; Sito web: www.studiolegalescafuro.com
Fields of practice: Civil Law, Criminal Law, Insurance, Commercial Law, Contracts, Foreign Claims, Estates, Immigration, Auto/Accidents, Family Law, Marriage/Divorce, Transportation Law; Corporations
Spoken languages: English, Italian, Spanish, French
Background: Born in 1980, Degree in Law

MOLISE

CAMPOBASSO

LUCARELLI, Nicola
Piazza Vittorio Emanuele II, 9, 86100 Campobasso; ph: 087-431-1646, fax: 087-431-5411, avvocatanicolalucarelli@gmail.com, www.studiolegalelucarelli.net
Fields of practice: Civil Law, Criminal Law, Insurance, Banking/Financial, Commercial/Business Law, Patents/Trademarks/Copyrights, Damages, Commercial Law, Contracts, Transportation Law, Aeronautical/Maritime, Immigration, Auto/Accidents
Spoken languages: English, Italian, French
Background: Born in 1970, Degree in Law from the University of Bologna, Master in Company Law, Assistant Professor at the University of Molise, Faculty of Law, He can handle Italian Supreme Court cases (final appellate level)

ISERNIA

BUCCI, Andrea
Corso Garibaldi, 50, 86170 Isernia; Via Pandolfo I, 8, 00162 Roma; ph/fax: 086-541-3618, avv.andreabucci@gmail.com
Spoken languages: English, Italian, Spanish
Background: Born in 1985, Admitted to BAR in 2012, Degree in Law from the University of Rome (2008), Master in Banking Law (2012)

COLL, Ines Alcalde
Via Laurelli, 12, 86170 Isernia; ph: 086-541-0565, fax: 086-552-0783, mob: 348-893-2979, alcaldecoll@hotmail.com
Spoken languages: English, Italian, French, Portuguese
Background: Born in 1979, Degree in Law

di NARDO, Giovanni
Largo Padre Giacinto, 1/G, 86170 Isernia; ph/fax: 086-526-751, avv.dinardo@studiodinardo.it, www.studiodinardo.it
Fields of practice: Civil Law, Criminal Law, Insurance, Damages, Narcotics, Commercial Law, Contracts, Auto/Accidents
Spoken languages: English, Italian
Background: Born in 1969, Admitted to BAR in 1997, Degree in Law (1994), He can handle Italian Supreme Court cases (final appellate level)

DI SANTO, Andrea
Via Villone, 1, 86170 Isernia; ph/fax: 086-539-95, andrea.disanto@pecavvocatiisernia.it
Spoken languages: English, Italian
Background: Born in 1974, Admitted to BAR in 2013, Degree in Law from the University of Campobasso

GIAMMATTEO, Gianluca
Via Iosso, 6, 86079 Venafro, Isernia; ph/fax: 086-519-45640, ph: 086-590-3735, studiolegale@giammatteo.it, www.giammatteo.it
Spoken languages: English, Italian
Background: Born in 1972, Degree in Law

GIANCOLA, Alessia
Corso Garibaldi, 133, 86170 Isernia; ph/fax: 086-541-1348, mob: 339-509-9666, avv.alessiagiancola@gmail.com
Fields of practice: Civil Law, Insurance, Damages, Contracts, Transportation Law, Estates, Government Relations, Labor Relations, Auto/Accidents, Marriage/Divorce
Spoken languages: English, Italian
Background: Born in 1974, Admitted to BAR in 2003, Degree in Law from the University of Rome

MARINELLI, Ugo
Vico Marilli, 3, 86170 Isernia; ph: 086-541-385, ugo.marinelli@libero.it, avvocatovugomarinelli@gmail.com, www.studiolegalemartinelli.com
Fields of practice: Civil Law, Criminal Law, Banking/Financial, Commercial/Business Law, Estates, Labor Relations, Auto/Accidents, Marriage/Divorce, Family Law
Spoken languages: English, Italian, Spanish
Background: Born in 1969, Admitted to BAR in 1998, Degree in Law from the University of Chieti (1993), Specialization in “Law and Environmental Management”, University of Molise (2005), He can handle Italian Supreme Court cases (final appellate level)

MONACO, Pierluca
Via D’Apollonio, 85, 86170 Isernia; ph: 086-529-9170, fax: 086-541-6000, studio@studiolegalemonaco.it
Fields of practice: Civil Law, Insurance, Banking/Financial, Commercial/Business Law, Marketing Agreements, Damages, Collections, Commercial Law, Contracts, Transportation Law, Corporations,
ESTATES, TAXES, LABOR RELATIONS, IMMIGRATION, AUTO/ACCIDENTS, MARRIAGE/DIVORCE, FAMILY LAW,
ADOPTIONS, CHILD CUSTODY, PARENTAL CHILD ABDUCTION, CHILD PROTECTION

SPOKEN LANGUAGES: ENGLISH, ITALIAN

BACKGROUND: BORN IN 1967, ADMITTED TO BAR IN 2006, DEGREE IN LAW FROM THE UNIVERSITY OF NAPLES

TARANTINO, MARINO

via Kennedy, 86170 Isernia; ph/fax: 086-541-0337, mob: 339-846-5683, marino.tarantino@yahoo.it, marino.tarantino@percavvocatisernia.it

FIELDS OF PRACTICE: CIVIL LAW, CRIMINAL LAW, INSURANCE, BANKING/FINANCIAL, COMMERCIAL/BUSINESS LAW, CONTRACTS, AUTO/ACCIDENTS, MARRIAGE/DIVORCE, FAMILY LAW

SPOKEN LANGUAGES: ENGLISH, ITALIAN

BACKGROUND: BORN IN 1981, ADMITTED TO BAR IN 2013, DEGREE IN LAW FROM THE UNIVERSITY OF NAPLES, COURSE IN FORENSIC CRIMINOLOGY

VECCHiareLLI, Maurizio

Via Marconi, 20, 86078 Sesto Campano, Isernia; ph/fax: 086-592-8530, avvmvecchiarelli@alice.it

FIELDS OF PRACTICE: CIVIL LAW, MARRIAGE/DIVORCE, FAMILY LAW, ADOPTIONS, CHILD CUSTODY, PARENTAL CHILD ABDUCTION, CHILD PROTECTION

SPOKEN LANGUAGES: ENGLISH, ITALIAN

BACKGROUND: BORN IN 1965, DEGREE IN LAW FROM THE UNIVERSITY OF NAPLES, HE SPECIALIZED IN MINORS’ RIGHTS

Vigliotti, Duilio

Via Kennedy, 72, 86170 Isernia; ph: 086-541-1551/086-541-2128, fax: 086-525-1159, mob: 335-658-2545, avvocatovigliotti@virgilio.it, www.paginebianche.it/studiolegalevigliotti-isernia

FIELDS OF PRACTICE: CIVIL LAW, CRIMINAL LAW, INSURANCE, COMMERCIAL/BUSINESS LAW, DAMAGES, COMMERCIAL LAW, AUTO/ACCIDENTS, MARRIAGE/DIVORCE, FAMILY LAW

SPOKEN LANGUAGES: ENGLISH, ITALIAN

BACKGROUND: BORN IN 1954, ADMITTED TO BAR IN 1980, DEGREE IN LAW FROM THE UNIVERSITY OF ROME (1977), HE CAN HANDLE ITALIAN SUPREME COURT CASES (FINAL APPELLATE LEVEL)

PUGLIA

BARI

DURANTE, Giovanni

Corso Cavour, 130, 70121 Bari; ph: 080-521-3914, fax: 080-964-2534, studiolegaledurante@gmail.com

FIELDS OF PRACTICE: CIVIL LAW, ESTATES, LABOR RELATIONS

SPOKEN LANGUAGES: ENGLISH, ITALIAN


MARZOCCA, Gennaro Pierluigi

Via S. Francesco d’Assisi, 74/A, 70056 Molfetta, Bari; ph/fax: 080-338-7819, accgpmarzocca@libero.it, avv.gennaropierluigi.marzocca@pec.ordineavvocatitrani.it

FIELDS OF PRACTICE: CIVIL LAW, CRIMINAL LAW, DAMAGES, CONTRACTS, TRANSPORTATION LAW, ESTATES, LABOR RELATIONS, AUTO/ACCIDENTS, MARRIAGE/DIVORCE, FAMILY LAW

SPOKEN LANGUAGES: ENGLISH, ITALIAN

MAZZEO, Mirella
Viale della Repubblica, 112, 70125 Bari; ph/fax: 080-542-4611, fax: 081-564-2534, mirellamazzeo@hotmail.it
Fields of practice: Criminal Law, Narcotics, Immigration
Spoken languages: English, Italian
Background: Born in 1978, Admitted to BAR in 2005, Degree in Law from the University of Bari (2002)

MIGLIETTA, Augusto Leopoldo
Piazza Umberto I, 54, 70121 Bari; ph: 080-523-2536, 080-523-2822, fax: 080-572-7430, amiglietta@libero.it
Spoken languages: English, Italian
Background: Born in 1964, Degree in Law from the University of Bari, He can handle Italian Supreme Court cases (final appellate level)

RUBINO, Roberta
Viale della Repubblica, 112, 70125 Bari; ph/fax: 080-542-4611, avv.roberta.rubino@legalmail.it
Fields of practice: Commercial/Business Law
Spoken languages: English, Italian, French
Background: Born in 1950, Admitted to BAR in 1976, Degree in Law from the University of Bari (1973), Master in Labor relations (1975), He can handle Italian Supreme Court cases (final appellate level)

SCHIRALLI, Valeria
Via Imbriani, 37, 70121 Bari; ph: 080-990-9071, fax: 080-990-9655, v.schiralli@eunomiastudio.it
Spoken languages: English, Italian, French
Background: Born in 1984, Admitted to BAR in 2011, Degree in Law from the University of Bari (2008)

URBANO, Pietro Nicola
Via Felice Cavallotti, 4, 70032 Bitonto, Bari; ph/fax: 080-371-5191, mob: 336-509-525, studiolegaleurbano@tin.it
Spoken languages: English, Italian, German
Background: Born in 1960, Admitted to BAR in 1994, Degree in Law from the University of Bari (1990)

BRINDISI

LUCARINI, Giuliano
Corso Roma, 26, 72100 Brindisi; ph: 083-152-1569, fax: 083-152-1943, studiolucarini@email.it
Fields of practice: Civil Law, Contracts, Marriage/Divorce, Family Law  
Spoken languages: English, Italian  
Background: Born in 1936, Degree in Law from the University of Bari (1959), He can handle Italian Supreme Court cases (final appellate level)

**PLOENES, Elisabeth**  
Fields of practice: Civil Law, Contracts, Estates  
Spoken languages: English, Italian, Spanish  
Background: Born in 1965, Admitted to BAR in 2005, Degree in Law from the University of Cologne, Germany (1993), Employment at “Mieterverein Köln” for the legal protection of tenants (1998), Founder of a law firm in Cologne, Germany (1998), Sworn Translator for the Tribunal of Brindisi

**FOGGIA**

**CLIMA, Giuseppe**  
Viale Ofanto, 184, 71122 Foggia; Via N. Ferrando, 3, 73100 Lecce; ph: 088-163-5533; fax: 088-188-1000; g.clima@tiscali.it; www.albonazionaleavvocati.it  
Fields of practice: Civil Law, Criminal Law, Commercial/Business Law, Damages, Commercial Law, Contracts, Transportation Law, Estates, Auto/Accidents, Marriage/Divorce, Family Law, Child Custody, Child Protection  
Spoken languages: English, Italian, French, Spanish  
Background: Born in 1962, Admitted to BAR in 2003, Degree in Law from the University of Bari (1997), Member of the Council of the BAR of Foggia Court (since 1991)

**MARCIELLO, Ugo Mario Severo**  
Via S. Altamura, 64, 71121 Foggia; ph: 088-177-5321; fax: 088-129-6137; studiomarciello@libero.it  
Spoken languages: English, Italian  
Background: Born in 1969, Admitted to BAR in 1998, Degree in Law from the University of Teramo (1993), Specialization in Tax Law from the University of Bari (1998), Specialization in Labor Law from the University of Teramo (2000), He can handle Italian Supreme Court cases (final appellate level)

**LECCE**

**CANTOBELLI, Giovanni Fabio**  
Via Cavour, 10, 73100 Lecce; ph/fax: 083-218-60820, mob: 338-334-2696, studiocantobelli@gmail.com  
Spoken languages: English, Italian  

**CULIERSI, Carla**
NUCCIO, Pietro Luigi
Via Morandi, 22, 73039 Tricase, Lecce; ph: 083-377-0807, fax: 083-354-4975, mob: 328-844-8487, pietronuccio@virgilio.it
Spoken languages: English, Italian, Spanish
Background: Born in 1963, Degree in Law, PhD in International Business Law

VALENTE, Silvio
Via Balsamo, 4, 73100 Lecce; ph: 083-221-7966, fax: 083-234-2464, studiologalevalente@alice.it
Fields of practice: Civil Law, Insurance, Banking/Financial, Commercial/Business Law, Foreign Investments, Damages, Commercial Law, Contracts, Transportation Law, Corporations, Aeronautical/Maritime, Estates, Auto/Accidents
Spoken languages: English, Italian
Background: Born in 1948, Admitted to BAR in 1972, Degree in Law from the University of Bari (1971), He can handle Italian Supreme Court cases (final appellate level)

VALENTE RENDA, Lorenzo
Via Balsamo, 4, 73100 Lecce; ph: 083-221-7966, fax: 083-234-2464, lorenzovalenterenda@gmail.it
Fields of practice: Civil Law, Commercial/Business Law, Damages, Collections, Commercial Law, Contracts, Auto/Accidents
Spoken languages: English, Italian,
Background: Degree in Law from the University of Bologna (2000), Master in European and International Law from the University of Trento (2003)

TARANTO
DE TULLIO, Giandomenico
Corso Italia, 22, 74015 Martina Franca, Taranto; Via Salandra, 18, 00187 Roma; St. Martin’s House, 16 St. Martin’s Le Grand, EC1A 4EN, London, United Kingdom; ph: 081-006-0644, fax: 080-220-9253, info@detulliolawfirm.com, www.detulliolawfirm.com
Fields of practice: Civil Law
Spoken languages: English, Italian, French
Background: Born in 1967, Admitted to BAR in 2000, Degree in Law from the University of Bari, LLM in European Business Law from the Université Libre de Bruxelles, Belgium, Lecturer in the Law Faculty at Lecce University for the course on European Private Law

SALTALAMACCHIA, Flora
Via Ospedalicchio, 9, 74121 Taranto; ph/fax: 099-772-9318, mob: 392-773-1787, avvfloras@email.it
Fields of practice: Civil Law, Contracts, Estates, Taxes, Auto/Accidents, Marriage/Divorce, Family Law
Spoken languages: English, Italian
Background: Born in 1969, Admitted to BAR in 1997, Degree in Law from the University of Bari (1993),
She can handle Italian Supreme Court cases (final appellate level)

SALTALAMACCHIA, Flora
Via Ospedalicchio, 9, 74121 Taranto; ph/fax: 099-772-9318, mob: 392-773-1787, avvfloras@email.it
Fields of practice: Civil Law, Contracts, Estates, Taxes, Auto/Accidents, Marriage/Divorce, Family Law
Spoken languages: English, Italian
Background: Born in 1969, Admitted to BAR in 1997, Degree in Law from the University of Bari (1993),
She can handle Italian Supreme Court cases (final appellate level)

SIMONETTI, Giancarlo
Via Mignogna, 4, Taranto; ph/fax: 099-454-0723, giancarlosimonetti1@libero.it,
simonetti.giancarlo@oravta.legalmail.it
Fields of practice: Civil Law, Family Law, Adoptions, Child Custody, Parental Child Abduction
Spoken languages: English, Italian
Background: Born in 1959, Admitted to BAR in 1992, Degree in Law from the University of Urbino

SICILY

PALERMO

AMENTA, Gianfranco
Via S. Balsamo, 19, 90138 Palermo; ph: 091-611-1884, fax: 091-611-3960, studioamenta@tiscali.it
Spoken languages: English, Italian
Background: Born in 1948, Admitted to BAR in 1975, Degree in Law from the University of Palermo (1971), He can handle Italian Supreme Court cases (final appellate level)

BABINO, Giovanni
Via Maggiore Toselli, 12, 90143 Palermo; ph: 091-347-869, fax: 091-348-018, foreignclients@fb-lawyers.com, www.fb-lawyers.com
Fields of practice: Civil Law, Insurance, Commercial/Business Law, Foreign Investments, Marketing Agreements, Damages, Contracts, Transportation Law, Corporations, Aeronautical/Maritime, Estates, Auto/Accidents
Spoken languages: English, Italian, French
Background: Born in 1958, Degree in Law from the University of Palermo (1982), He can handle Italian Supreme Court cases (final appellate level)

BONOMONTE, Cristina
Piazza V. E. Orlando, 39, 90138 Palermo; , ph: 091-784-0893, fax: 091-334-077, cristina.bcavvocati@gmail.com
Fields of practice: Civil Law, Banking/Financial, Commercial/Business Law, Commercial Law, Contracts, Estates, Marriage/Divorce, Marriage/Divorce, Family Law, Child Custody
Spoken languages: English, Italian
Background: Born in 1963, Degree in Law from the University of Palermo, She can handle Italian Supreme Court cases (final appellate level)

**CANNIZZARO, Giuseppe**

Studio Avvocati Cannizzaro, Via Maggiore Toselli, 66, 90143 Palermo, ph/fax: 091-982-4100, mob: 333-755-9764, studio.cannizzaro@virgilio.it


Spoken languages: English, Italian, French

Background: Born in 1963, Admitted to BAR in 1990, Degree in Law from the University of Palermo (1988), He can handle Italian Supreme Court cases (final appellate level)

**CHIARAMONTE, Antonino**

Via Abela, 10, 90141 Palermo; ph: 091-612-7058, 091-612-7076, fax: 091-976-0295, mob: 389-510-4275, avvocato@chiaramonte.it, www.avvocato.chiaramonte.it

Fields of practice: Civil Law, Insurance, Banking/Financial, Commercial/Business Law, Foreign Investments, Marketing Agreements, Patents/Trademarks/Copyrights, Damages, Commercial Law, Corporations, Estates, Labor Relations, Auto/Accidents,

Spoken languages: English, Italian, German


**FIASCONARO, Anna Maria**

Via Siracusa, 7, 90141 Palermo; ph/fax: 091-784-1456, a.fiasconaro@studiolegalefiasconaro.it, www.studiolegalefiasconaro.it

Fields of practice: Civil Law, Commercial Law, Foreign investments, Marketing Agreements, Commercial Law, Contracts, Estates, Marriage/Divorce, Family Law, Child Custody

Spoken languages: English, Italian, German

Background: Born in 1969, Degree in Law from the University of Palermo (1995), Summer Academy of European Business Law, College of Europe, Bruges, Belgium (1999), Assistant professor of Civil law and International law at the University of Palermo

**MANCUSO, Marcello**


Fields of practice: Civil Law, Criminal Law, Banking/Financial, Commercial/Business Law, Foreign Investments, Marketing Agreements, Patents/Trademarks/Copyrights, Damages, Commercial Law, Contracts, Aeronautical/Maritime, Foreign Claims, Government relations, Auto/Accidents

Spoken languages: English, Italian, French

Background: Born in 1970, Degree in Law from the University of Palermo, He can handle Italian Supreme Court cases (final appellate level)

**MENDOLA, Marco**


Fields of practice: Civil Law, Commercial Law, Contracts, Corporations, Estates, Marriage/Divorce, Family Law

Spoken languages: English, Italian, French, German
Background: Born in 1974, Admitted to BAR in 2011, Degree in Law from the University of Palermo (2001)

MOLLICA, Paolo
Via Principe di Belmonte, 101, 90139 Palermo; ph/fax: 091-323-861, mob: 328-338-2368, paolomollica@gmail.com
Spoken languages: English, Italian, French, Spanish
Background: Born in 1943, Admitted to BAR in 1977, Degree in Law from the University of Palermo (1967), He can handle Italian Supreme Court cases (final appellate level)

PALMIGIANO, Alessandro
Via R. Wagner, 9, 90139 Palermo; ph: 091-609-3512, 091-335-840, 091-589-752, fax: 091-611-0983, alessandro@palmigiano.com, alessandro.palmigiano@legalmail.it, www.palmigiano.com
Spoken languages: English, Italian
Background: Born in 1967, Admitted to BAR in 1996, Degree in Law from the University of Palermo (1993), He can handle Italian Supreme Court cases (final appellate level)

RIZZO, Giuseppe
Via Maggiore Toselli, 12, 90143 Palermo; ph: 091-347-869, fax: 091-348-018, foreignclients@bf-lawyers.com, www.bf-lawyers.com
Fields of practice: Civil Law, Criminal Law, Insurance, Commercial/Business Law, Foreign Investments, Marketing Agreements, Damages, Commercial Law, Contracts, Transportation Law, Corporations, Aeronautical/Maritime, Foreign Claims, Estates, Government Relations, Auto/Accidents
Spoken languages: English, Italian, Spanish
Background: Born in 1976, Degree in Law from the University of Milan (2004), International Master in Policy and Territorial Development from the University of Palermo and Universidad de Deusto of Bilbao, Spain (2006), Degree in Law for the Universidad Cattolica Santa Teresa de Jesus, Avila, Spain (2010)

SOLINA, Mario
Via A. Costanzo, 1, 90142 Palermo; ph/fax: 091-361-129, solinalex@alice.it, www.solinalex.it
Fields of practice: Civil Law, Criminal Law, Commercial Law, Transportation Law, Aeronautical/Maritime, Foreign Claims, Immigration, Marriage/Divorce
Spoken languages: English, Italian, French
Background: Degree in Law from the University of Palermo (1963), He can handle Italian Supreme Court cases (final appellate level)

AGRIGENTO

CALDARA, Dario
Via Duca degli Abruzzi, 35, 92020 San Biagio Platani, Agrigento; ph/fax: 092-291-0119, dcaldera06@gmail.com
Fields of practice: Civil Law, Criminal Law, Insurance, Damages, Narcotics, Estates, Auto/Accidents, Marriage/Divorce
Spoken languages: English, Italian
Background: Born in 1977, Admitted to BAR in 2009, Degree in Law from the University of Parma (2006)

**DALLI CARDILLO, Amedeo**
Via Esseneto, 52, 92100 Agrigento; Via Lincoln, 11, 92014 Porto Empedocle, Agrigento; ph: 092-263-6403; 092-224-412, mob: 333-443-8148, fax: (0922) 636403; dallicardillo.virgin@libero.it; dallicardillo@gmail.com
Fields of practice: Civil Law, Criminal Law, Auto/Accidents, Marriage/Divorce
Spoken languages: English, Italian, French
Background: Born in 1931, Admitted to BAR in 1959, Degree in Law from the University of Palermo (1956)

**FARRUGGIA, Lara**
Via Ugo La Malfa, 24, 92100 Agrigento; mob: 347-521-7052, larafarrugia@yahoo.it, larafarruggia@icav.es
Spoken languages: English, Italian, French, Spanish
Background: Born in 1980, Degree in Law from the University of Palermo (2008), Degree in Law from the University of Alicante, Spain (2011), Master in International Law and European Union Law from the University of Valencia (2011), European Private Law for Postgraduates, University of Valencia, Hamburg, Katowice and Cambridge (2013)

**MACALUSO, Lidia**
Via Lincoln, 9, 92024 Canicatti’, Agrigento; ph/fax: 092-273-5464, mob: 335-541-2018, macaluso.lidia@libero.it, macalusolidia@avvocatiagrigento.it
Spoken languages: English, Italian, French
Background: Born in 1968, Admitted to BAR in 1995, Degree in Law from the University of Palermo (1992), She can handle Italian Supreme Court cases (final appellate level)

**SODANO, Giuseppe**
Via Mazzini, 205, 92100 Agrigento; ph: 092-260-5388, fax: 092-260-3664, avv.giuseppesodano@gmail.com, www.giuseppescozzari.it
Fields of practice: Civil Law, Criminal Law, Insurance, Damages, Narcotics, Transportation Law, Aeronautical/Maritime, Taxes, Auto/Accidents, Family Law, Marriage/Divorce
Spoken languages: English, Italian, French
Background: Born in 1982, Admitted to BAR in 2012, Degree in Law from the University of Milan (2009)

**TAIBI, Giuseppe**
ARRABITO, Andrea
Via Istria, 4, 93100 Caltanissetta; Via Salandra, 18, 00187 Roma; ph/fax: 092-228-109, studio@avvocatoarrabito.it, www.avvocatoarrabito.it
Spoken languages: English, Italian
Background: Born in 1976, Admitted to BAR in 2006, Degree in Law from the University of Catania

MANCUSO, Calogero
Piazza Giovanni XXIII, 8, 93100 Caltanissetta; ph: 093-455-1058, fax: 093-419-03084, studiolegalelm@gmail.com, www.studiolegalelm.com
Spoken languages: English, Italian
Background: Born in 1930, Degree in Law from the University of Palermo (1951), He can handle Italian Supreme Court cases (final appellate level)

CATANIA

ARRABITO, Andrea
Via Guzzardi, 15, 95100 Catania; Via Salandra, 18, 00187 Roma; ph/fax: 092-228-109, studio@avvocatoarrabito.it, www.avvocatoarrabito.it
Spoken languages: English, Italian
Background: Born in 1976, Admitted to BAR in 2006, Degree in Law from the University of Catania

BARLETTA CALDARERA, Giacomo
Via Escriva’, 2, 95125 Catania; ph: 095-434-908, fax: 095-432-944, barlettacald.ass@tiscali.it, www.barletta-caldarera.it.st
Fields of practice: Civil Law, Criminal Law, Insurance, Commercial/Business Law, Foreign Investments, Marketing Agreements, Damages, Narcotics, Collections, Commercial Law, Contracts, Transportation
Law, Aeronautical/Maritime, Foreign Claims, Estates, Auto/Accidents, Marriage/Divorce, Family Law, Adoptions, Child Custody, Parental Child Abduction, Child Protection
Spoken languages: English, Italian, French
Background: Born in 1925, Admitted to BAR in 1953, Degree in Law from the University of Catania (1945), Member of the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda, Lawyer for the European Court for Human Rights, He can handle Italian Supreme Court cases (final appellate level)

BARLETTA CALDARERA, Giuseppe
Via Escriva’, 2, 95125 Catania; ph: 095-434-908, fax: 095-432-944, barlettacald.ass@tiscali.it, www.barletta-caldarera.it.st
Spoken languages: English, Italian, French, Spanish
Background: Born in 1971, Admitted to BAR in 1998, Degree in Law from the University of Catania (1995), Counsel in several procedures concerning minors and international child abductions under the Hague Convention (1999-2012), He represented the Court of Catania in penal procedures concerning children victims of physical and psychological abuses and sexual crimes (1997-2012), Legal Guardian for the Court of Catania for minors victims of crimes, abandoned children and minors available for adoption (1995-2012), Counsel before the International Criminal Court (2006), Lawyer added to the list of attorneys specialized on International Juvenile Law of the Italian Ministry of Justice (2007), Member of the Penal Chamber of Catania (2007), He represents the Belgium Law Firm “Maitre M.P. Helpens-Janssens”, He can handle Italian Supreme Court cases (final appellate level)

FINOCCHIARO, Alberto
Spoken languages: English, Italian, French
Background: Born in 1979, Admitted to BAR in 2006, Degree in Law from the University of Rome, Preparing a PhD in International and Domestic Arbitration Law

LORITO, Antonio
Via Suor Maria Mazzarello, 46, 95128 Catania; ph: 095-444-216, fax: 095-507-240, mob: 347-610-4940, ant.lorito@email.it, antonio.lorito@pec.ordineavvocaticatania.it, www.linkedin.com/antoniolorito
Spoken languages: English, Italian, French, Spanish, Mòorè
Background: Born in 1977, Admitted to BAR in 2008, Degree in Law from the University of Catania (2005), master in Tax Law (2013)

MESSINA
BROCCIO, Pierfrancesco
Via Santiglia, 65, 98136 Santo Stefano Medio, Messina; ph/fax: 090-631-413, pierfrancebro@tiscali.it
Fields of practice: Criminal Law, Damages, Narcotics, Immigration, Auto/Accidents, Marriage/Divorce, Family Law, Adoptions
Spoken languages: English, Italian
Background: Born in 1968, Degree in Law

CARROZZA, Carlo
Via Battisti, 167, 98123 Messina; ph: 090-718-330, 090-662-295, fax: 090-663-579, carlocarrozza@studiacarrozza.it, www.studiacarrozza.it
Spoken languages: English, Italian
Background: Born in 1974, Admitted to BAR in 2000, Degree in Law from the University of Messina (1997), Visiting Scholar at the University “La Sapienza”, Rome (1998-1999), Course in European Law (2002), He can handle Italian Supreme Court cases (final appellate level)

FIORILLO, Ernesto
Corso Cavour, 143, 98122 Messina; ph: 090-362-548, fax: 090-362-602, mob: 335-788-5328, ernesto.fiorillo@studiofiorillo.it, www.studiofiorillo.it
Spoken languages: English, Italian, Spanish
Background: Born in 1951, Admitted to BAR in 1976, Degree in Law from the University of Messina (1974), Counsel to the European Commission, Bruxelles, Belgium, He can handle Italian Supreme Court cases (final appellate level)

MARINO, Giuliana
Via Santa Maria Alemanna, 5, 98122 Messina; ph: 090-717-852, fax: 090-672-254, giulimarino@yahoo.it
Fields of practice: Civil Law, Damages, Contracts
Spoken languages: English, Italian
Background: Born in 1981, Admitted to BAR in 2013, Degree in Law from the University of Messina (2005), Specialized in Legal Professions

OLIVO, Francesco
Via Camiciotti, 71, 98123 Messina; ph: 090-715-177, fax: 090-896-0517, mob: 340-399-1507, olivo@legaltop.com, www.legaltop.com
Fields of practice: Civil Law, Insurance, Banking/Financial, Commercial/Business Law, Foreign Investments, Marketing Agreements, Patents/Trademarks/Copyrights, Damages, Collections, Commercial Law, Contracts, Transportation Law, Corporations, Estates, Auto/Accidents
Spoken languages: English, Italian, French
Background: Born in 1973, Admitted to BAR in 1998, Degree in Law from the University of Messina, PhD in Civil Law from the University of Catanzaro, He can handle Italian Supreme Court cases (final appellate level)
PARISI, Federica
Via Santa Maria Alemana, 5, 98122 Messina; ph: 090-717-852, fax: 090-672-254, mob: 340-334-4095, federicaparisi84@tiscali.it, dottfedericapariai@pec.giuffre.it
Fields of practice: Civil Law, Damages, Contracts, Marriage/Divorce, Family Law
Spoken languages: English, Italian, French
Background: Born in 1984, Admitted to BAR in 2013, Degree in Law from the University of Messina (2009)

RAGUSA

ARRABITO, Andrea
Via matrice, 51, 97013 Comiso, Ragusa; Via Salandra, 18, 00187 Roma; ph/fax: 092-228-109, studio@avvocatoarrabito.it, www.avvocatoarrabito.it
Spoken languages: English, Italian
Background: Born in 1976, Admitted to BAR in 2006, Degree in Law from the University of Catania

BLUNDO, Giuseppe
Via Roma, 174, 97100 Ragusa; ph: 093-262-2658, fax: 093-262-7688, info@studioblundo.it, www.studioblundo.it
Spoken languages: English, Italian
Background: Born in 1955, Admitted to BAR in 1985, Degree in Law from the University of Catania (1983), He can handle Italian Supreme Court cases (final appellate level)

GIANNA, Giuliana
Via delle Betulle, 15, 97013 Comiso, Ragusa; ph: 093-272-1460, fax: 093-218-42023, mob: 388-64632, avv.gianna@virgilio.it
Spoken languages: English, Italian, Spanish, French
Background: Born in 1980, Admitted to BAR in 2011, Degree in Law from the University of Bologna, master in European Law, Master in Geopolitics, Diploma in Legal English and Common Law, Master in medical Malpractice Law

SIRACUSA

LORITO, Antonio
Via Duca degli Abruzzi, 79, 96013 Carlentini, Siracusa; ph: 095-991-388, fax: 095-507-240, mob: 347-610-4940, ant.lorito@email.it, antonio.lorito@pec.ordineavvocaticatania.it, www.linkedin.com/antoniolorito
Spoken languages: English, Italian, French, Spanish, Mòorè
Background: Degree in Law from the University of Catania (2005), Master in Tax Law (2013)

REALE, Paolo Ezechia
Sallicano&Reale Associati, Viale Montedoro, 54, 96100 Siracusa; ph: 093-160-856/7, fax: 093-146-1875, paolo.reale@sallicanoereale.it, www.sallicanoereale.it
Fields of practice: Civil Law, Criminal Law, Damages
Spoken languages: English, Italian
Background: Born in 1960, Admitted to BAR in 1984, Degree in Law from the University of Catania (1983), He can handle Italian Supreme Court cases (final appellate level)

TRIGILIO, Giancarlo
Corso Gelone, 106, 96100 Siracusa; ph: 093-146-4085, fax: 093-146-7493, giancarlo.trigilio@gmail.com
Fields of practice: Civil Law, Criminal Law, Insurance, Banking/Financial, Commercial/Business Law, Damages, Commercial Law, Contracts, Estates, Labor Relations, Auto/Accidents, Marriage/Divorce, Family Law
Spoken languages: English, Italian
Background: Degree in Law from the University of Catania (1977), He can handle Italian Supreme Court cases (final appellate level)

TRAPANI
AZZARO, Corrado
Via Garibaldi, 110, 91100 Trapani; ph: 092-320-681, fax: 092-354-2558, corrado.azzaro@studiolegaleazzaro.it, www.studiolegaleazzaro.it
Spoken languages: English, Italian

CANGEMI, Mauro
Via Garibaldi, 56, 91100 Trapani; ph/fax: 092-326-011, studiocangemi@interfree.it
Spoken languages: English, Italian, French
Background: Born in 1964, Admitted to BAR in 1996, Degree in Law from the University of Palermo (1990)

CARADONNA, Giuseppe
Via Livorno, 9, Frazione Casa Santa, 91016 Erice, Trapani; ph/fax: 092-355-4790, giuseppe.caradonna@avvocatitrapani,legalmail.it
Fields of practice: Civil Law, Damages, Immigration, Auto/Accidents, Marriage/Divorce, Family Law
Spoken languages: English, Italian
Background: Born in 1972, Admitted to BAR in 2000, Degree in Law from the University of Rome (1996), He can handle Italian Supreme Court cases (final appellate level)

CASTELLI, Carmelo
Via Via Virgilio, 37/A, 91100 Trapani; ph/fax: 092-323-280, mob: 330-852-913, 335-749-1344, studiolegalecastelli@libero.it
Spoken languages: English, Italian
Background: Born in 1962, Admitted to BAR in 1990, Degree in Law (1985), He can handle Italian Supreme Court cases (final appellate level)

CHIARAMONTE, Antonino
Via Abela, 10, 90141 Palermo; ph: 091-612-7058, 091-612-7076, fax: 091-976-0295, mob: 389-510-4275, avvocato@chiaramonte.it, www.avvocato.chiaramonte.it
Fields of practice: Criminal Law
Spoken languages: English, Italian, German
Background: Degree in Law from the University of Palermo (2006), Scholarship at the “Georg-August Universitaet”, Gottingen, Germany (2004)

COPPOLA, Umberto
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